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1. Urawa Park Heights apartments -- our home for these last 8 years, very close to the old school property (#5),
convenient by bike to grocery shopping, gym, music classes, & train station, close to Urawa Lutheran Church (#3).
2. Urawa Lutheran School -- three miles straight east from our apartment. Tom bikes every day, rain or shine, (see
the photo taken from our third-floor window) and takes about 20 minutes, over the long toll bridge to get to school. Many
ULS school buses as well as public buses come straight down the big street we live on to get to and from Urawa Train Station, so he could hop on
one of our school buses in an emergency.

3. Urawa Lutheran Church -- founded in the little classrooms of Seibo (Holy Hope) Lutheran School in 1953, changed
names to Urawa Lutheran School and Church in 1974. Pastor Kasahara is in his 6th year serving the congregation here (also
pastoring half-time at the church in Omiya in their pastoral vacancy).
4. Saitama Stadium -- huge soccer arena built for the World Cup in 2002 and used for the 2020 Summer Olympic
Games. It is a good landmark when telling people where our school is (although it has been big news in the last couple of years
that our school affiliated ourselves with Aoyama University). The average guy on the street has heard about our school and our
unusual situation of accepting First Graders and then proceeding with them through 12 years of education and on into college
with no extra entrance exams between elementary, junior high, and high school – practically unheard of in Japan. It is interesting
that we live a stone’s throw from the equally famous old soccer sports park, Komaba Stadium (#6), which is like Wrigley Field in Chicago with
life-long fans! Go Cubbies! Red flags line the streets on game days, and streams of people walk and bike out to games wearing game colors.

Komaba is known for the first professional soccer team in Japan, the Urawa Reds, so is called, “Soccer Town!”

5. Urawa Branchera Apartments -- the big apartment complex built on the old Urawa Lutheran School site down
the street from the church. 120 families have moved in, making prime candidates for friendship and evangelism!!!

90% of Japanese
live
in
crowded
urban areas. Most
people enjoy a high
standard of living
and have good jobs,
but the nation has
struggled to keep
pace with the growing population who
enjoy city living. Expensive
housing
costs in Japan, has
forced people further and further
from city centers. As
a result, many workers have very long
commutes, like from
our city into Tokyo,
an hour or more on
a train.
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program in our car to hear polite, clear directions that announce in plenty of time that you need
to change lanes, find the nearest exit, or find your
destination on the right. The Creator of the Universe,
the One who is working in every aspect of our lives –
from pay days to kids to career choices to spouses to
finances – shows us which way to turn. He is offering
“Street Level” advice as our Instructor, Coach,
Counselor, & Protector. Not only does He personally get
involved in our lives and decisions, He encourages us to
seek godly advice from wise mentors, share our hearts
with friends around us
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Japanese love to
celebrate. In addition
to 15 national holidays, they also celebrate many festivals
throughout the year.
In Spring, travelers
follow the progresssion of the cherry
blossoms on maps,
enthusiasts tuning in
to broadcasts on daily
news programs that
show dates of blossoms from south to
north. In the fall, this
trend reverses as
they follow the coloring leaves of maple
trees (on the map at
right) from north to
south.

November 15 is the day Japanese dress their
children in traditional clothes and bring them
to a shrine to celebrate “Shichi-Go-San”
festival. (The date was originally chosen for this
celebration because it was considered the most
auspicious day of the year, according to the traditional
Japanese calendar, and the traditions observed today
come from the Meiji era –1868-1912). Shichi-go-san

Most of the time that
we have lived here,
December 23rd has
been a national holiday in Japan. The
Japanese constitution
provided for a day off
for its citizens to
celebrate Emperor Akihito’s birthday. Since
his abdication 3 years
ago of the Chrysanthemum Throne, it is
no longer a holiday.
The birthday of the
current emperor, Akihito’s son, Naruhito, in
his 3rd year of reign, is
February 23, this year
celebrated for only the
second time as a
national holiday earlier
this year. (His wife,
Empress Consort Masako’s birthday is on
December 9, but is not a
national holiday.)

literally means, “seven-five-three” and represents the ages of the kids being celebrated as they
reach certain milestones.
Some people say that the ceremony goes back to
the Muromachi period (1336-1573). Back then,
infant mortality was high and many people waited
until their kids were
three to four years
of age before adding
them to the
family registry.
The ceremony showed
gratitude for the
child living this
long and gave the family an opportunity to pray for future
good health and long life. “As children grow, they encounter
so many changes and risk of illnesses, so at these ages it is a
time for parents and families to thank the gods for letting
their children overcome these. These days, it’s more of a
coming of age celebration for families to show affection for
each other and allow their kids to have a special day. They
visit the shrine, pay a gratuity fee, then go home again for
a nice lunch. Many will take professional photos to commemorate the event.” (Karuta.com)
Traditionally, little girls’ hair was kept very short until this
ceremony at age THREE, after which she could start growing it
long. Back when kimono was the norm, boys of FIVE years
would start wearing hakama (pants over the kimono) signifying
their start into adulthood. Boys from samurai families
would also start wearing haori (jackets) with the family
crest on it. Girls turning SEVEN began wearing someWhen you think of a kimono, you
thing close to a proper traditional kimono with an
probably think of an elaborate,
obi sash. Until then, they would have worn a cord
elegant robe. The word “KIMONO” is
around their waists or simply had strings attached
actually just the word for “clothes”
to the kimono to keep it tied together.
since KI- is the verb “to wear” and
This is called obitoki (帯解き), meaning
-MONO is “thing,” it just means,
“to figure out the obi” and indicates
girls’ transitioning into womanhood.
“something you wear!”

Modern Japanese culture is very urban,
Westernized, and trendy. European and American styles also show up in architecture, art, education,
literature, and recreation. The characteristic Japanese fingerprint on many of these cultural expressions
is a clean simplicity. Nowadays, evidence of modern and traditional culture abound. People watch modern
movies and listen to rock music, but also continue to enjoy centuries-old noh and kabuki theater. Sports
fans enjoy baseball as well as the ancient form of Japanese wrestling called sumo.
Japanese people wear modern Western clothing, so teenagers in particular follow fads in clothing,
hairstyles, and music. Men wear suits and ties to work, while many working women are required to wear
skirts, blouses, slacks, or dresses. Older men stick to dark, conservative colors, while bright silk scarves
are a favorite accessory for ladies. For most schools, children wear a uniform consisting of a dark jacket
with matching pants shorts, or skirt.
Traditional Japanese clothing can still be seen on special occasions such as weddings, funerals, & holidays (see previous page). Women don traditional kimono (silk formal robe with huge flat belt called obi), men wear
hakama (men's formal culotte pants) for festivals and special occasions, and both wear yukata (cotton casual
summer robe worn at festivals and hotels with slimmer belt).

Megumi & Isaac had never had a chance to try on formal Japanese wear, so we asked our dear friends,
“Uncle Yoji & Aunt Tsuneyo” Hasegawa (see photo below), for their help. They live in Japan’s former capital,
Kamakura City, southwest of Tokyo, a beautifully traditional place with hundreds of shrines, temples, tea
houses, and gardens. They generously provided the clothing and the help to dress, walking around town
with us to get photographs.
The kimono especially showcases Japan’s simple beauty by
maintaining virtually the same
pattern for hundreds of years (see
below).

Mr. & Mrs. Hasegawa

1 ft., 1 in.

with Megumi and Isaac on
the steps of a shrine near
their home in Kamakura.

4 ft., 9 in.

As you can see in the
diagram at the right, a
kimono can be mapped
out quite easily since it is
made up of long swaths of
dyed silk sewed together
in a simple way without
any darts or pleats or
curved lines. Since the
Japanese traditional idea
of a beautiful clothing line
is STRAIGHT, the belt
around the waist is quite
bulky (extra material
added if there is a hint of
an hourglass).

1 ft.

6 in.
The lengths of sleeves
are just one of the
important details to this
traditional formalwear.

Out of her many formal robes, Aunt Tsuneyo chose to dress Megumi in the kimono in which she
herself was married (see photo at left). She lent this same kimono to Debi 26 years ago for a Japanese
party in California a couple of nights before our wedding (see above photo with Tsuneyo & Debi’s mom).

A kimono is pulled up to adjust to
the height of the
young lady, closed
& tied there, folded
over & tied again at
the waist, so each
robe can fit many
generations.
The waist is secured by a very
thick, long belt called an obi which is
wrapped
tightly
three or more times
around and tied
elaborately at the
back with helps of
stays & stiffeners.

then the cord called the obijime
over the obi holds it in its position. The
elaborate kimono is held in place by at
least 7 colorful cords underneath.

The obi is an important part of
the overall appearance of the kimono
and is tied in many ways, formality
dictating just how elaborately.
This one is called otaiko.
The young man’s hakama is
actually a pair of pleated (5 in
The hakama’s pants (here shown
without the haori) are tied up over
front, 1 in back) culotte-like pants
the obi so there is a big bump in the
tied over a kimono that is tucked
back, and the pants join around
up in the back to make it shorter.
the knees (very low since there is
The jacket here is called a haori.
a full kimono underneath).

This is a furisode, long sleeves worn by unmarried women.
Married ladies wear tomesode, the “normal length,” and young
ladies wear nagasode, very long sleeves for special formal
occasions.

The obiage (green) supports the obi
under it on top, holding the stays in place,

In one of Debi’s favorite books, John Bunyan’s famous allegory, Pilgrim’s
Progress, a man named Christian meets a man named Evangelist, realizes the
burden of sin that he carries on his back, and decides to start a journey to the
Heavenly City (see below) – but he has NO MAP! Evangelist tells Christian (sometimes
called Pilgrim) that he must head in the general direction of the Narrow Gate. The
story tells of his many adventures, lessons, detours, and joys as he follows the
directions that Evangelist gave him and journeys on his path of faith. (He could have
really used a MapQuest app that would tell him AHEAD of time when to turn aside or take
caution so that he would have fewer mishaps & disasters along the way like falling in bogs,
traveling way out of his way due to wrong turns, and asking the wrong people for directions &
advice!) Like Pilgrim, we are also traveling through life because of God’s grace,

Japan does not have an official
religion. Most of the people observe a
combination of spiritual practices
without intense religious beliefs.
About 80% of Japanese observe
Shintoism, overlapping with 67% who
observe Buddhism.
At one time, Shintoism was a statesupported religion, with the Japanese
emperor considered a divine being.
Although that support ended after
World War II, Shintoism remains
Japan's most popular religion. The
word Shinto means the way of the
gods. Shintoism is polytheistic,
meaning it includes many gods (called
kami) including people, natural objects
like rocks, trees, mountains (especially
Mt. Fuji!), Hindu gods, and Chinese
spirits. Shrines are popular Shinto
structures throughout the nation.
Buddhism, which came from Korea
and China in the 500's, was also
adopted as the national religion at one
point. Several sects remain influential
throughout Japan today and Buddhist
temples exist throughout the country.
Buddhism is a more structured belief
system than Shintoism. It focuses on
living a virtuous life in order to obtain
perfect peace and happiness.
In the late 1500's, Jesuit and
Franciscan
missionaries
brought
Christianity to Japan. At first, it was
well-received and seen as a symbol of
European culture. However, in the
1600's it was banned and Christians
were persecuted. many continued to
practice Christianity in hiding until the
ban was lifted in 1873. Today, the
Japanese widely celebrate Christmas,
though more as a folk tradition and
commercial excuse to shop, rather
than a religious observation.

looking along the side of the road for folks to invite to come along with us.
Over the last 30 years, we have often shared with you in our Going Forth
newsletters how difficult our work & ministry here in the Land of the Rising
Sun have been – the low numbers of Christians here in Japan, the statistic still
lingering at less than 1% of the population. This is close to the lowest percentage in
the world, so when we see the statistic at Urawa Lutheran School and see that
the percentage jumps a bit to about 4.5% of the student population, we smile,
but only slightly. We often wonder why we can’t be more effective at raising that
figure. What more can we do? What are the barriers?
Of course, these barriers are another topic we have covered countless times in
these newsletters. The hold that society has on individuals and families to conform
to the norm – including religion – remains extremely powerful. Personal decisions
are not allowed to disturb the harmony in society. Christians are often perceived as
being antisocial and selfish for disrupting the harmony of the family unit in their
attempts to introduce a different religion. We don’t feel this resistance outright on
our school’s campus, but certainly see it reflected in the tiny percentages of lives
committed to Christ as Savior and Lord.
We should add that over the past 10 years, the percentage of believers among
ULS high school students has averaged around 8%. This means that after 12
years of study at ULS, upon graduation the percentage of Christian students
has risen almost 4% (from 4.5 to 8). Again, we smile, but then we recently heard
that a sister Lutheran School in Taiwan has annually shown an increase of almost
double what we see! According to a report given during a regional virtual gathering
of LCMS missionaries here in Asia, we learned that Concordia Middle & High School
in Chiayi, Taiwan lists the percentage of incoming 7th graders who are Christian at between 2-3%, but upon
graduation six years later, the figure jumps to 10%! We rejoice with them, but also felt a little envious to hear
of such an increase and wondered, “What ELSE could we be doing on our campus here in Urawa, Japan?”
Why can’t our influence effect higher percentages?
In a recent conversation with Uncle Yoji in Kamakura, we were told not to take it too personally, “This is
simply the Japanese way.” We then received great encouragement from Yoji when he stated, “The percentages

may be small, but know for a fact that your impact on students is large. Don’t ever forget that your presence does make a
difference. What students hear from you
will take root and show signs of maturing
beyond their years in your classroom. Your
work is vital. Don’t get stuck on
percentages!” Yoji is so right! Numbers
are not a barrier for our Lord and
Savior. In fact, there will come a day
when 100% of His Creation will bow
when His Name is proclaimed!
We do want, however, for our influence on students and friends to be
eternal. We want to bring them along
on our journey to Heaven by introducing them to their Savior, Jesus, and
with God’s help, lead them to understand what He did for them in His
Mercy & Grace. We want to learn
lessons along the way like Pilgrim did
on his journey to the Celestial City. He
learned to keep his eyes forward,
humbly seeking the Lord’s direction &
godly advice from
If you have never read Pilgrim’s Progress, check it out from your library or
buy a copy. It is one of those beloved classics from which every time you read
other travelers!
through it, you will learn a different lesson about your journey to Heaven.

Even when we have a map and consulting reliable apps to give us driving
directions to get from Point A to Point B,
we can often be led off of our trajected
path to take a detour. This summer saw yet another death
in Debi’s immediate family with the tragic loss of her younger brother,
Dennis, in a diving accident off the coast of Corona de Mar, San Diego, CA.
An extremely talented musician, Dennis had traveled to Japan twice to
do ministry with us at Urawa Lutheran Church and School.
I was wandering
He was well-known by Amerin the wilderness,
My wheels were dusty
ican Summer Study student
and my engine was cursed.
participants who met him each
You came and you got me
year when he led an exciting
in the desert of Reason,
worship
night
at
Good
Your blood was the ocean
Shepherd Chapel at Concordia
that quenched my thirst…
University Irvine.
I was faltering
in all that You gave me,
My heels were dusty
and my forehead was cursed.
I was an evil child,
in a desolate season,
You bought my devotion
and I was immersed…
You took me under the water
You brought me
over the river
You took me under the water
You gave Your life on a tree
You took me under the water
You brought me
across the ocean
You took me under the water
And You did it for me
Our favorite song that Debi’s brother wrote,
“Under the Water,” about salvation and baptism.

From top, clockwise: Dennis leading a sunset chapel for ULS Summer Study students in Good
Shepherd Chapel in 2002; with Tom, Debi, and guitarist Moto Imamura in Urawa Lutheran Church
to help lead worship with Music Box; with Debi at her parents’ home in CA; in 2003 with ULS teachers
& staff in the Faculty Room of the old school. (This room is strictly professional with no hints of faculty personal
lives. It was nothing short of amazing on Dennis’ last night in Urawa that after the teachers presented him with a scroll
with the Japanese calligraphy he wrote, they brought out a keyboard and asked him to lead us all in some songs!)

Can you find Mt Fuji on this topographical map of the Kanto Plain? Tokyo sits on the big brown plain just
north of Tokyo Bay. To the southwest, you can see a distinctive brown feature that stands 12,389 feet tall
located near the Pacific Coast. It straddles the boundary between Shizuoka & Yamanashi
prefectures. It is surrounded by four small cities (providing sparkly views when climbing thru
the night) and five lakes. Japan is home to over 150 volcanoes, of which 60 are active. This
includes Mount Fuji, or Fujiyama, Japan's highest peak at 12,388 feet, an active
volcano which last erupted in 1707.

The largest flat lowland in
Japan, the Kanto Plain, lies
along the east coast of Honshu,
where Tokyo is located.

At right, an old map of the roads leading around Mt Fuji to Tokyo.
Above, a photo taken from the International Space Station. There is
an ancient Japanese saying that anybody would be a fool not to
climb Mt. Fuji once – but only a fool would do so twice!

Debi, the kids with their friend,
Phoebe, and her dad, Dave
Campbell, climbed Mt Fuji at the
end of the hiking season this year,
braving the cold temperatures to
summit after sunrise. Beautiful
weather the first day propelled
them up the side of the encrusted
structure from Station 5 (map
below left) to their cabin at
Station 8.5. Communal bunks (see
photo below) accommodated many
hiking enthusiasts who jumped
out of bed at 2:30 am to make it to
the top before the glorious
sunrise. At Station 5, you can
purchase a staff (see far left) to help
you climb, and at each consecutive
station, you can pay for a brand that
is a small reward for your effort and
giving you, if not a map of the journey,
a souvenir. The bells at the top are a
small version of the bell you ring to
alert a god at a shrine to give them a
nudge to listen to your prayers. Since
Mt Fuji is considered by many to be a
god, there is a shrine at the top at
which to pray.

Clockwise, from top left: a Torii gate towers a-

bove the clouds at Station 7; Isaac & Phoebe
stand at the pillar on which the Summit information is carved, next to the 1994 photo of Tom
& Debi next to the same pillar after their climb
to a bright sunrise; Megumi rejoices at the beauty
of the clouds below her; Isaac helps his mom recreate Tom’s marriage proposal after they found
the rock on which they were sitting 27 years
before when he asked Debi to marry him; Isaac
(in short sleeves!) waits for Debi to catch up to him.

“Gradually the climb up Mt. Fuji becomes more difficult, particularly with hordes of fellow climbers mirroring your every step. With such a short official
climbing season, running from July 1 to August 27, you shouldn't expect to traverse the slopes in serene solitude.” So say the guide books!
“Traffic' jams,” especially foreign tourists, are a common problem on Fuji, and long lines of hikers snaking up the
hill can slow the climb considerably. Since the climbing season was cancelled completely in 2020 due to Covid19,
we didn’t know if there would be more hikers, or since the virus is still an issue, there would be less. We were
surprised to see very few climbers, handfuls of diehards and a few tourists. We really had the mountain “to
ourselves,” a very unique experience!

The first day of climbing was beautiful with
crisp blue skies, but
during
the
night,
clouds rolled in bringing icy sleet and snow,
blocking the sunrise.
The summit was freezing grey and very
windy, propelling us to
quickly climb down.

All of our
school's international
exchange programs were
put on hold these past two
summers... almost 2 years of
lost opportunities to send our
high school students abroad to
our Lutheran sister-schools in
America. Please pray that
these programs may be
rebooted in this next
academic year.
Keep praying
for our all-English
chapels in every
grade, some in
classrooms, some
in the worship
center.

65% of our
ULS teachers
still don’t know
Jesus as their
Savior!

Our church
just celebrated our 70th
anniversary of doing mission
and ministry in the Urawa
Komaba neighborhood. God has
continued to richly bless this
church family with a young,
energetic pastor who welcomes
students and neighbors who
come to play music or hang
out or learn about
Jesus!

Keep praying
for Pastor Kasahara, his wife Tomomi, and his
two little boys,
Kanau (4) and
Kokoro (2)

Our family
continues to be
healthy, which can’t be
taken lightly in a world where
travel is restricted and most of
you reading this have been affectted by the virus. Pray for safety
as we exercise and travel on
our bikes. Pray for the kids as
they hike and camp with the
Scouts in the woods.

Our family
continues to be blessed
serving in this fascinating
country. May the Lord continue
to give us boldness, creativity,
friendly smiles, wisdom, patience,
and JOY as we struggle to be the
Light of Christ at school & in our
community. Pray that we will
always “be prepared to give an
answer” to anyone who asks
about the Hope that we
have in Jesus!

Tom & Debi Going serve as educational
missionaries in Japan for the
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod

with their 13-year old twins,
Megumi & Isaac.
They served in Japan from 1990 – 2006,
in Indonesia from 2008 to 2013,
and returned to Japan in 2013 to teach
north of Tokyo at Urawa Lutheran School.

